We have developed the hyperprocessing technique to evaluate the stability of the cloverleaf shape of pre-transfer RNA (pre-tRNA). Application of this strategy to hyperprocessible human tyrosine pre-tRNA indicated that the natural intron sequence did not contribute to stabilization of the cloverleaf shape of this pre-tRNA, while the artificial intron with elongated anticodon-stem completely inhibited hyperprocessing of it. Our data suggested that the contemporary intron sequence may be a vestige of the ancient pre-biotic world, but not has been retained as a temporal stabilizer of the pre-tRNA before the base modifications.
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What is the role of the tRNA intron sequence? To tackle this unsolved problem, we applied the hyperprocessing technique to the intron-containing human tyrosine pre-tRNA. The hyperprocessing technique is a shape monitoring tool of pre-tRNA utilizing the substrate shape dependence of the bacterial ribonuclease P (RNase P) ribozyme on magnesium ion concentration. At low concentrations of magnesium ions below 10 mM, the RNase P ribozyme accepts only canonical cloverleaf shaped pre-tRNA as a substrate. At higher concentrations of magnesium ions of 10 mM or more, the ribozyme also accepts a hairpin RNA with a CCA-3’ tag sequence as well as cloverleaf pre-tRNA as a substrate.1–4) The presence of higher concentrations of magnesium ions also affects the stability of the cloverleaf (pre-)tRNAs to raise the content of misfolded or denatured RNAs to other conformations. Sometimes the 3’-half region of the denatured (pre-)tRNA forms a hairpin shape, and the newly formed hairpin derived from (pre-)tRNA is recognized as a substrate by the ribozyme and is cleaved internally. So the combination of the presence of high concentration of magnesium ion for reaction conditions and the presence of the bacterial ribozyme can be applied to examine the stability of the cloverleaf shape of (pre-)tRNA under crucial conditions.3–13)

The results indicated that human tyrosine pre-tRNA and the A44U mutant lacking the intron sequence were hyperprocessible (Fig. 2B, lanes 3 and 8). Comparison of the contents of the products indicated that the helix formation of regions U39–G46 and U66–A73 contributed to the occurrence of hyperprocessing of these RNAs. The results showed that the natural intron-containing pre-tRNA ‘(+)-intron’ was also hyperprocessed at the same sites with the ‘(−)-intron’ pre-tRNA (Fig. 2B, lanes 3 and 13). These results indicated that the presence of
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We have reported several examples of hyperprocessible tRNAs, the criteria for the occurrence of the hyperprocessing reactions, and some applications of this technique to evaluate the stability of the cloverleaf structure of tRNA.3,11) Human tyrosine (pre-)tRNA is a hyperprocessible tRNA.3,7,10) The complementary regions U39–G46 and U66–A73 contribute to form an alternative hairpin at high concentrations of magnesium ions, and the newly formed hairpin is a substrate for the ribozyme and is cleaved (Fig. 1). In this study, we focused on the role of the tRNA intron and examined the contribution of the extra sequence of this pre-tRNA to the stabilization of the cloverleaf shape of hyperprocessible pre-tRNA.

Figure 2A shows the cloverleaf shape of human pre-tRNA37‘ (+)-intron’) with the natural intron sequence ‘(−)-intron’) and the artificial intron sequence ‘art-intron’). The natural intron sequence is inserted between the bond G37–A38 to form a bulged hairpin in the anticodon-loop of tRNA. The artificial intron-containing pre-tRNA has a long anticodon stem without bulges. Additionally we prepared another RNA, ‘A44U’, to confirm the hyperprocessible hairpin formation of this pre-tRNA. In this study, we used the E. coli RNase P ribozyme as a cleaver. The results of the RNase P reactions are summarized in Fig. 2B. The reactions at 0 or 5 mM magnesium ions are for control reactions, and those at 60 mM are for hyperprocessing reactions. We chose these concentrations because higher concentrations of magnesium ions promote the occurrence of hyperprocessing reactions.

The results indicated that human tyrosine pre-tRNA and the A44U mutant lacking the intron sequence were hyperprocessible (Fig. 2B, lanes 3 and 8). Comparison of the contents of the products indicated that the helix formation of regions U39–G46 and U66–A73 contributed to the occurrence of hyperprocessing of these RNAs. The results showed that the natural intron-containing pre-tRNA ‘(+)-intron’ was also hyperprocessed at the same sites with the ‘(−)-intron’ pre-tRNA (Fig. 2B, lanes 3 and 13). These results indicated that the presence of
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the natural intron sequence did not prevent the occurrence of hyperprocessing reaction of this pre-tRNA, but slightly enhanced the occurrence of the hyperprocessing. On the other hand, the results for the artificial intron-containing pre-tRNA showed that this RNA was completely resistant to hyperprocessing (Fig. 2B, lane 18). These data indicated that the elongated anticodon-stem can stabilize the cloverleaf structure of this pre-tRNA.

The data showed, then, that the natural intron sequence of human tyrosine pre-tRNA made no contribution to the stabilization of the cloverleaf shape, at least in this case. Considering the results for the artificial intron-containing pre-tRNA, the contemporary tRNA intron sequence is not a temporal stabilizer of pre-tRNA before base modifications, but may be a vestige of stabilizing sequences in the pre-biotic world. Our hyperprocessing technique might indicate the roles of extra sequences of pre-tRNA molecules.
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